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All tracks written by ALASTAIR GAVIN

Infinite Outcome
Adrift in the aether. Dreamy minimalist textures are stitched together

by a circular looping motif smothered in reflective contemplation.

Melting Point
An observation of movement. Repetitive organ phrasing which gradually

builds and evolves with an increasing sense of anticipation.

Critical Limit
Alerted by an industrial alarm. Insistent pulsations with an uneasy feel;

hard-edged ambient electronica with restless intoxication.

Analogue Subway
Surfing on an electronic ocean of knowledge. Hypnotic ambient electronica

with a hazy, lo-fi feel delivered with emotive fragility.

Inert Motion
Moment of universal inception. A neutral drone conveys the vastness
of nothing, an omnipresent meditative texture which simply exists.

Chemical Sleep
The effect we have on the world. A drone lays the dystopian foundation

while pulsating synth pads offers non-human interference.

Mind Of The Machine
Echoes of the future. Steady minimalist phrasing forces the rhythmic

pulse while hypnotic ambient pads creates delicate elevation.

Weathered Stone
The normality of strangeness. An eerie and distorted phrase offers an

unsettling feeling which is enclosed by a ghostly textural palette.

Human Code
Underlying optimism. Warm and dreamy organ minimalism washed
with deep bass and covered by a sprinkling of synthetic twinkles.

Cosmic Landing
Entering the zen zone. A propulsive loop adds the dynamic drive while a

glistening ambient backdrop delivers floating atmospherics.

Hidden Threat
Increasing the fear. An ominous drone with glitchy distortion provides

odd sensations through the transmission of irregular oscillations.

Floating Transmission
Flickers of light. Fuzzy feelings with uncertainty of location; a series of

calm and gently swaying flutters with neutral backing synth pads.

Neon Loop
Decrypting an enigmatic signal. Mathematically aligned ambient

minimalism, vibrating rhythmic interactions contributes to the flow.

  Electro Incubation
Within a totally alien landscape. Insistent deep drone cadence gives an

alarming sense of paranoia and other enclosing awareness.



LISTEN

A unique sonic experience with a deep journey
into the world of ambient minimalism.
Hypnotic and thought-provoking documentary underscores.

Alastair has offered some insight into the making of this album.

“The idea of WEATHERED STONE for me encapsulates the solidity and history of the analogue object,
slowly and carefully shaped by natural elements into something new – ambient textures hand carved
from vintage instruments. Every note on this album is played on my early 70s Wurlitzer electric piano,
except for the drum track on MIND OF THE MACHINE which is a loop of my voice running at half speed.

The Wurlitzer was fed through an array of weird and wonderful effects pedals with which I assembled a
library of riffs, phrases or drones for storing in my looper pedal. These loops were then replayed,
manipulated again, and combined until they formed themselves into complete pieces.
No quantising, no click tracks, many glorious mistakes!”

weathered 
stone

https://search2.warnerchappellpm.com/onepage/fb8178f7bd885784ce9a5b6cc60933fa
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Here’s some further musical options.
Click the link to open a new world of sound! 

>ambient spaces 

>minimalist splashes
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